R-1234yf Refrigerant Machine and Leak Detector Kit

**023-AC1234-6LD**

The new 023-AC1234-6LD Kit includes the 023-AC1234-6 R-1234yf Recover, Recycle, Recharge machine and the 023-LD 020 Dual Mode Refrigerant Gas Leak Detector.

**023-AC1234-6**

Robinair R-1234yf A/C Refrigerant Service Machine

**FEATURES**
- Fully automatic operation. Program for service, walk away and return when complete
- 95% recovery efficiency
- Programmable vacuum operation helps get to the necessary vacuum level in any condition quickly
- System leak test to identify gross leaks in a system
- Charge accuracy within +/- ½ oz.
- Automatic oil drain shows how much oil was removed from the system during service
- Automatic air purge
- Integrated refrigerant identifier (meets SAE J2927)
- Automatic internal tank refill.
- On-board printer capable of printing vehicle service report

**023-18460** Oil Injector for R-1234yf A/C Systems

**023-18470** R-1234yf Oil Injector – Labeled for POE Oil

**023-13172** Spin on Filter and Oil Maintenance Kit

**023-25700** Contaminated R-1234yf Refrigerant Recovery Machine

**023-17990** Contaminated R-1234yf Refrigerant Tank Assembly for use with 023-25700

**023-41234** R-1234yf Diagnostic Manifold Gauge and Hose Set

**023-LD 020**

Bosch LD 020 Dual Mode Leak Detector

The LD 020 is a dual mode leak detector featuring both electronic heated sensor and patented UV detection modes. The long life solid electrolyte sensor technology is designed to detect both R-134a and the new HFO refrigerant R-1234yf that is replacing R-134a. The LD 020 is highly sensitive to all HCFC, HFC, blends and HC refrigerants. The LD 020’s unique digital leak size indicator takes the guesswork out of whether or not to repair a small leak. The digital display is independent from the audio alarm and sensitivity level, allowing the precise pinpointing of the leak source. The LD 020 does not require rechargeable batteries.

**CERTIFIED**
- SAE J2791 (R-134A)
- SAE J2913 (R-1234yf)

**FEATURES**
- Long life, stable sensor
- UV LED’s emit optimum UV wavelength
- Unique numeric leak size indicator
- Automatic calibration and reset to ambient levels
- 3 adjustable sensitivity levels
- Visual LED leak alarm located near sensor
- True mechanical pump
- Low battery indicator
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**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Sensitivity: 05 oz/yr. R-134a and .025 oz/yr. R-1234yf
- Sensor Life: > 10 years
- Response Time: Instantaneous
- Power Supply: 4 AA Alkaline batteries
- Battery Life: 4 – 6 hours continuous
- Warm up time: < 20 seconds
- Probe length: 17”
- Numerical Display: 7 segment digital display (1 to 9)
- Warranty: 2 years (includes sensor)
- Weight: 1.5 lbs.
- Dimensions: 14” x 10.5” x 3.5”
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